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ABOUT THIS MANUAL
COPYRIGHT, LEGAL NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER:
Since e-books are a new concept to many people, I thought it might be useful to include this section first. My goal here isn’t to scare
you into worrying that you’ll get sued for millions of dollars for sharing this with a friend – instead, I just want to share how I feel this
e-book should be used. In simple terms, by purchasing this e-book you may print it out in its entirety and use the suggestions for
theme meetings for your club, workgroup, small business or organization. Each club or group need only purchase this manual once
and you may reuse the theme ideas (as well as mix and match them) as much as you’d like. What you may not do is post the manual
(or any part of it) on any web site (public or private) or distribute it to other clubs. The price of this manual is reasonable enough that
each club should be able to purchase their own copy. If you belong to multiple clubs, you only need purchase it for each club you
plan to use the theme meeting ideas for. If you’ve obtained a copy of this manual without paying for it and would like to purchase it,
I’d greatly appreciate you visiting http://www.jvf.com/products/ where you may do so.
Ownership:
All material in this book is © James Feudo and JVF Solutions. All rights reserved. No material within this book may be placed on any
internet site, intranet site or shared resource (electronic or otherwise). Additionally, no material from this book may be used in
other books, articles, blog posts, magazines or postings (electronic or otherwise) without prior permission. This book may not be
resold, repackaged, bundled with other resources (electronic or otherwise) or modified without prior permission.
Sharing this Document:
There was a lot of work that went into putting this document together. I can't tell you how many countless hours are spent putting
together a manual like this. That means that this information has value, and others may want to share it. As mentioned, this may be
shared with one organization (club, business, etc…). You may also use it for your own private parties if you were the one who
purchased it. Remember that if you find just one theme idea helpful, the time it saves you will more than pay for this manual.
Trademarks:
This book identifies product names and services known to be trademarks, registered trademarks, or service marks of their respective
holders. They are used throughout this book in an editorial fashion only. In addition, terms suspected of being trademarks,
registered trademarks, or service marks have been appropriately capitalized, although JVF Solutions cannot attest to the accuracy of
this information. Use of a term in this book should not be regarded as affecting the validity of any trademark, registered trademark,
or service mark. JVF Solutions is not associated with any product or vendor mentioned in this book.

DISCLAIMER
All effort has been made to ensure that these themes are simply ways to liven up meetings. James Feudo and JVF Solutions assume
neither responsibility nor liability in the event that harm occurs to any person(s) or damage to any property occurs as the result of
using these theme meeting ideas. In other words, use of these theme meetings is at your own risk.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
th

James Feudo joined Toastmasters International on September 11 , 2002 and was a very active member for over four years. James
held various leadership roles including Vice President of Education, Club President and Area Governor. James introduced theme
meetings to his club as VP of Education and they were a big hit. They contributed to the club’s success; including the achievement of
reaching all ten goals (some of them multiple times) the year James was President, making the club Presidential Distinguished. James
was also a member of an advanced club, presented at district conferences and was a mentor to both members and clubs.
A professional speaker since 2003, James has addressed all sorts of audiences speaking on topics ranging from personal and career
development to communication skills improvement to effective business strategies. James has offered classes and training sessions
on public speaking, social media and other communication skills since 2007. You can learn more about James and what he does at
http://www.jamesfeudo.com and get some free tips about communication skills and personal development at his blog at
http://blog.jvf.com.
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HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL
THE POWER OF THEME MEETINGS:
Theme meetings are an excellent way to liven up a club that’s stagnant. It promotes creativity, member involvement,
improvisational skills and even critical thinking. Many clubs have found that the occasional theme meeting will often get inactive
members interested in attending, just to see what the big deal is. Some clubs have found the theme meeting so effective that they
use them for every meeting. But just be aware that like everything else, theme meetings are subject to the law of diminishing
returns and may lose their effectiveness when used too often.
A theme meeting can happen at any time but if you’re struggling to choose a particular meeting, here are some suggestions:







To celebrate a milestone or special occasion.
To celebrate a holiday.
To get the club out of a rut.
When you feel like the club is losing its energy.
When you notice attendance is dropping or the club is losing members.
Whenever you feel your club could benefit from changing things around.

A theme meeting can’t solve all of a club’s problems, but it can act as a catalyst for changing things for the better. It’s important to
set reasonable expectations for your theme meeting and not to be discouraged if it doesn’t meet your objectives. Theme meetings
are more of an art form than a science so it may take you a few tries to get things right – so keep in mind that preparation is key. It’s
important to note what worked and what didn’t so that your next meeting will become an even bigger success.

WORKING IT INTO YOUR MEETING FORMAT :
This manual is intended to be a set of flexible guidelines for hosting a theme meeting at your club. Although this manual is geared
towards Toastmasters clubs, the themes can be applied to practically any club meeting. For other clubs, simply use the Table Topics
section as an activity within your meeting and follow the directions for preparation.
Even within Toastmasters, it seems like every club has its own meeting format. If you’ve visited a number of Toastmasters clubs,
you’ve probably noticed that:






Length and frequency of meetings vary from club to club.
Each club has its own regular roles and order of roles during a typical meeting.
The size of a club matters too as members may have to play multiple roles in smaller clubs and not everyone might get an
opportunity to participate at each meeting with larger clubs.
Some clubs have meetings in locations where they have only a few minutes to set up while others have plenty of time to
prepare and clean up after a meeting.
Some clubs have a meal or snacks during the meetings while others aren't allowed to bring food into their meeting areas.

Again, these themes are meant to be flexible in the sense that most clubs should be able to take advantage of them. The ideal
situation for these themes would be as follows:



Meeting length is over 90 minutes.
There is at least a 15 minute buffer around the start and end time of meetings for set-up and clean up.
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Typical attendance is 15-35 members.
Allowing food is a plus, but not a necessity.

Time Issues:
If your meetings are on the shorter side (60 minutes or less), you have two options:
1.
2.

Use the theme just for table topics.
Have an extra meeting outside of your normal timeslot that can accommodate the needs for the theme meeting.

If your meetings are longer, you can allow for more prepared speeches and let people participate in table topics more than once.
Attendance Issues:
No matter how hard you've promoted the meeting or how long you’ve spent preparing, sometimes you just can't get people to show
up. Other times, you might have an unusual amount of guests or inactive members show up. Regardless of the case, there are things
you can do to ensure a successful theme meeting. Here are some ways to deal with attendance issues:





There are certain times of year such as summer vacation or around the holidays where club attendance is typically lower.
You could use a theme meeting to try to increase attendance during these times or you may want to wait until a busier
time (such as after New Year’s) to have the theme meeting – depending on your objective for the theme meeting.
If you get unusually low attendance or responses, you could always switch back to a regular meeting and save the theme
meeting for a later date.
Make the most of the attendance at the meeting. If it’s unusually high, try to give everyone a chance to participate in some
way. If it’s very low, give those in attendance the chance to try something new so they can expand their comfort zone.

DEALING WITH LIMITED BUDGETS:
Let’s face it; most clubs don’t have the luxury of being able to spend a small fortune on meeting prep. So here are some ways you
can cut costs for both these theme meetings as well as other special meetings that you may have throughout the year.
Attendee Props:
Ideally, everyone attending has everything you need in terms of props and reusable decorations. So they simply bring them to the
meeting and then bring them home afterwards with no cost to the club. In some cases, members may be able to share some props
(perhaps they have more than one cowboy hat or lei) so ask the group a couple weeks (or even a month or so out) what everyone
has so you can get an inventory. You might want to start collecting it if someone helping out with the meeting can store it – that way
you don’t have to worry about someone canceling at the last minute and being unable to drop off props.
Bargain Stores:
While party stores are a great place to find everything you need, you might be able to find some of the things you need at discount
or bargain stores. This is especially true if you plan ahead as seasonal merchandise (such as Halloween or graduation) gets heavily
discounted after the season ends.
The Library:
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Libraries are more than just books. Many carry first run movies on DVD (even Blueray), music on CD and some even have audio and
video downloads. It’s a great source to get music for your meeting rather than having to buy it (although with the latter, you could
put it in storage and use it again next time you use that theme).

PREPARING FOR THE MEETING:
The ideas presented in this in manual can be used to outline an entire meeting or as guidelines that you can modify to fit the format
that your club uses. Each club has their own way of doing things so it’s up to you to decide whether or not you want to radically
change the meeting format or just make a simple change.

A Note About Food:
If your meeting room doesn’t allow food, don’t worry. Many clubs have had many successful meetings without food present. For
special meetings where you really want to have food, consider having them at an alternate location such as a restaurant, someone’s
home or a functional hall that allows food. Just keep in mind that you’ll want communicate the change of venue in advance and
don’t forget to consider how you’ll communicate the change to drop-ins that don’t attend regularly.
Successful Set ups:
Try to get about three to five volunteers to help with set up, especially for the more elaborate themes. Choose a single meeting
organizer for that particular meeting (usually the Toastmaster but the Vice President of Education may also act in this role). The
meeting organizer should coordinate all food, décor and props needed for the meeting and should check in with those who have
volunteered to bring something a couple days out. The biggest challenge with these meetings is needing someone to bring
something and they either forget, or just never get around to telling anyone that they were unable to do their part. So by keeping on
top of them, you’ll minimize the risks.
Hyperlinks:
One of the great things about e-books is the ability to place hyperlinks within this document to help you get more information. For
some items such as props and supplies, I’ve included hyperlinks to them on Amazon.com just so you could see exactly what I’m
describing. Placing pictures of every single item as well as lengthy descriptions would make this e-book several hundred pages long
and take away from its true purpose. So feel free to click on the links to get a better idea of what an item is if you’re unfamiliar with
it.
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THEME 1: THE WILD WEST ROUNDUP

PLANNING THE MEETING:
You should give members at least one week’s notice to prepare for this meeting. This will give
them ample time to find or shop for items to use at the meeting. Given the type of clothing
that attendees may wear should they choose to dress up, it’s probably best to not plan this
type of meeting during particularly hot or humid weather. If your meetings are held at a
location where the climate is typically warm, you may want plan it during the “cooler”
months.

Invitation:
Howdy Pardners! It’s time for our Wild West Roundup! Bring your boots, spurs, ten gallon hats and chaps and get ready for the
wildest time this side of the Mississippi. There’ll be good times, good grub and of course, good tales. So mosey on over and bring your
posse.

MEETING SETUP:
Setup for this meeting is limited only by your imagination. If you have someone artistic in your group, they could paint a large
western style mural to use as a backdrop. If time is limited, you could cut out western shapes such as cowboy boots & hats, sheriff
stars, spurs, horses, branding irons, etc… out of colored construction paper or cardboard. You could also purchase a wall hanging
shaped like a saloon door or Wild West Wall Clings. It all depends on your time, budget, amount of help and access to your meeting
room.
Decorations & Ambiance:
You can have a lot of fun with this theme. Start out with some western style music to set the tone of the meeting when your guests
arrive. If you’re not sure where to find this type of music, here are some ideas:




Tune a radio to your local country station.
Create a playlist with music from famous westerns.
If you’ve got access to a TV with a VCR or DVD player, Pop in an old western movie or TV show.

In addition to things like an inflatable cactus or a cutout of a jail cell, you can also pick up some decorations at your local bargain or
party store. You’ll find things like wanted posters, balloons shaped like cowboy hats or boots and even western themed piñatas.

Props:
Spurs, lassoes and 10 gallon hats are a must. You might even be able to pick up some props for guests such as paper cowboy hats,
bandanas (which can even be custom ordered if your budget permits) and other small items such as sheriff star badges to give to
attendees so they’ll remember the meeting.
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One thing to consider is whether or not to allow guns – fake guns or squirt guns, that is. While most people are fine with cap guns
and toy guns at a meeting like this, it doesn’t mean that it’s appropriate for your meeting. If an attendee recently lost someone to a
gun-related death, guns are a controversial topic in your area or if you’re meeting in a company setting, you may want to not allow
guns as props. If you decide this, simply include a note with brief explanation about this in your invitation.
Food:
Southwestern fare is ideal for this type of meeting. If you’re allowed to serve food at your meeting, consider setting up your chuck
wagon with some of the following foods:








Baked Beans.
Corn Chips.
Tortilla Chips and Salsa.
Biscuits and Cookies (shaped and/or decorated like cowboy hats, horseshoes and boots).
Trail Mix.
Beef Jerky.
Cornbread.

Also, if you want a quick hot dish that you can easily put together without a lot of prep work, try Southwestern Chili Pie. You can use
either chili or taco meat. You can also make it vegetarian by using crumbled soy hamburger patties or one of the many soy products
that simulates ground beef.
“Southwestern Chili Pie” by James Feudo
Ingredients:







3 cups of corn chips.
1 can (15 oz.) chili or 1 lb. taco meat.
1 cup shredded cheese (either mild cheddar or Mexican blend).
I cup shredded lettuce (optional)
1/3 cup sour cream (optional)
I/3 cup chopped tomatoes (optional)

Preparation:







Spread corn chips evenly on a large microwavable plat e (or use two smaller plates).
Top the chips with the chili or taco meat.
Cover chili with lettuce and tomatoes if desired.
Top with cheese.
Microwave on high for 60 – 90 seconds (look for cheese to bubble)
Top with sour cream if desired.

As for presentation, try setting up a table with a red table clot h and using western themed cups, napkins and plates.
Scatter a few poker chips and playing cards on the table to further enhance the theme.
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TABLE TOPICS:
The table topics for this meeting uses the “create a story” concept. The Table Topics Master will read the introduction to the story to
set it up. Then participants will draw a plot line from the story and tell a part of it. When time is about to run out, the table topics
master will create an ending to the story.
Story Introduction:
For this meeting's table topics, we're going to craft a story. I'll start by reading the first paragraph which introduces the characters.
Then each participant will draw a plot line and will have to work that plot line into the story. You can immediately read your plotline
and run with it, or you may work it into any part of your mini-speech.
Our story takes place in Corpus Christi, Texas shortly before the gold rush of the 1800’s. Tex makes his living on his ranch, selling
cattle to the local townsfolk. Tex is also the town’s lead mystery solver, and has been asked to solve the latest mystery. Cattle have
been disappearing throughout the town and it is rumored that Black Bart, the notorious outlaw has something to do with it. Black
Bart is also known for hoarding stolen gold. Tex has just mounted his horse, Pistol, and is leaving his ranch…
Story lines:
Cut out each of these strips and place them face down on the table or put them in a hat or bag so participants can reach in and
randomly draw them. Depending on what your club is used to, the Table Topics Master may draw first and try out a story line or he
or she may read a few story lines to get those in attendance interested.

Meanwhile, Black Bart saw the 10 o’clock stage coach coming over the hill. He rounded up
his posse and they…
Tex walked into the Copper Saloon looking for his favorite dancin’ gal, the lovely Betty and
saw that she wasn’t there. A few of his buddies just started a poker game and asked him to
join in…
As Tex entered the ghost town, he looked around and saw…
Tex noticed a strange outcropping of rocks. He inspected them and found a map. The map
led to…
Tex heard a noise from behind some nearby bushes. He reached for his six-shooter and
approached the noise. As he approached it…
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Tex walked down to the river to get some water. Downstream, he noticed ol’ Cookie
prospecting for gold. As he walked over to him…
A covered wagon off in the distance was rapidly approaching. Tex noticed several Indians
chasing the wagon. Tex decided to….
Tex noticed his old friend, Chief SpeaksSoClearly of the Orator tribe. The chief began to tell
Tex about the stranger that was disturbing the members of his tribe. He said …
The sheriff approached Tex. He told him how the 10 o’clock train was robbed by outlaws…
Tex saw the pretty dancing girl looking at him while he was having a whiskey at the saloon.
He was about to approach her when a man rushed in shouting “Black Bart is here! Black Bart
is here!” Tex decided to…
Tex felt a blunt object hit him in the back of his head. The next thing he knew, he was sitting
inside a jail cell. The first thing he did was…
Tex noticed a wanted poster hanging on a post. The face looked familiar but the part of the
poster with the name was missing. Tex surveyed the ground and saw the missing piece. He
was astonished to find out that the latest wanted man was…
Tex decided to examine the Dark Cave for clues. After finding nothing, he left the cave only
to find the entrance guarded by a pack of coyotes. He decided to…
Tex was thirsty and there wasn’t any water in sight. His only chance was an unusually large
cactus, known as Cactus Pete and rumored to be possessed by a spirit. Others had been
attacked trying to get water from this cactus. But Tex was very thirsty so he pulled out his
knife and…
Tex watched the white stallion grazing in the field. He somehow felt that this horse was a
crucial part of his quest…
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An old man approached Tex and handed him a key. “This is the key to main vault at the
bank” the man said. Tex took the key and…
A young child ran up to Tex and handed him a note. The note said “Meet me by the canyon
at sundown…”
A pretty girl walked by Tex and winked at him. She was wearing a necklace that looked very
familiar to him….
Tex was in such deep thought that he wasn’t paying attention to where he was walking. He
tripped over a bag and nearly fell down. Tex picked up the bag and looked inside and saw…
Tex sat down to think and a tumbleweed caught his attention. He stared at it for a few
moments until a gust of wind blew it aside revealing a big black “X” on the ground. He…
As his horse raced alongside the river, Tex’s hat flew off and landed in the water. As he went
to retrieve it, he noticed…
Tex could hear lowing of cattle off in the distance. Given that the nearest ranch was miles
away, he knew something wasn’t right. He decided to…
As Tex entered the town, he was stopped by a traveler. The traveler had a whole case of
things he felt Tex might be interested in…
While riding down the road, Tex noticed cattle tracks headed towards Echo Pass…
Tex noticed some of Black Bart’s guys coming out of the General Store with a full saddle bag
each. He knew something was about to go down…
On his ride through town, Tex smelled some of Millie’s famous cooking. He debated
whether or not to stop in for a meal. He finally decided to…
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Tex’s friend, Colonel Parker, rushed up to him to tell him about a group of strangers that
tried to attack Fort West. Tex decided to…
As Tex stopped for a moment to figure out what to do next, an arrow came flying out of the
hills and knocked his hat off…
Tex heard something strange off in the distance. As he moved closer, he saw his friends
Gene and Roy sitting with their guitars trying to write a new song for their show at the
saloon…
A stranger suggested to Tex that he visit the Double Cross Ranch. Tex had heard about the
famous ranch but had never actually been there. What better time than now to check it
out?

TIPS FOR SUCCESS:








Have meeting participants come up with Wild West nicknames like “Wild Bill Smith” or “Calamity Jen Jones.” If you have a
printed agenda, use the nicknames in it.
Go with the flow – if someone comes up with a creative idea to enhance this theme (such as having attendees act out the
story) then go for it.
Again, you’re really only limited by your creativity here. You can change some of the role names such as:
o The General Evaluator becomes the Sheriff.
o Evaluators are deputies.
o The ah counter / grammarian can be the Marshall.
Try to get a lot of people involved with this one. You could have pairs or teams of people assigned to decorations, food,
etc… The more people you get involved, the more momentum you get going into the meeting. So approach people with
even small tasks such as selecting the music.
While it would be great if speeches match the theme, remind people that the focus of the meeting, regardless of the
theme, is to improve your speaking skills. You don’t want someone to give up a speaking slot because their speech doesn’t
fit the theme.
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THEME 2: COMEDY NIGHT
PLANNING THE MEETING:
This meeting requires very little upfront planning and can be an especially good theme for the meeting
in which you conduct your club’s humorous speech contest. Additionally, this is an especially useful
theme to use when meetings feel like they haven’t been fun for a while.
Invitation:
It’s open-mic night! Now is your chance to put your humor to good use as our next meeting will be a Comedy Night. Bring your
funniest jokes, stories and expect to laugh to a lot. You’ll have ample opportunity to join in on the fun.

MEETING SETUP:
The setup for this meeting is pretty easy. If you are fortunate enough to have a room with either a stage or elevated platform, then
that would be the ideal place to set up your meeting. If the room that you meet in doesn’t have a stage but there’s a room either in
the same facility (or even nearby) that you can use, you may want to consider booking it. A new location changes things up a bit and
makes speaking more challenging.
Decorations & Ambiance:
A black or curtain backdrop and a single stool will give your meeting that comedy club feel. You could also create “now playing”
posters for famous comedians (or make up some). If your meeting room allows, make a separate stage area and then a seating area.
One way to get into the theme is to have someone (perhaps the ah counter) add laugh tracks to the meeting. This can be done with
a CD player, laptop, smartphone or other device that can play audio. There are smartphone/tablet apps for laugh tracks, or you can
download audio files from the internet.
Props:
This is a great meeting for props. In fact, one professional comedian does his whole routine based on lugging out a big box of
random props, tossing them on the floor and then making a humorous comment (or two) about each item he grabs. So things like
rubber chickens, hand buzzers, silly glasses and other joke novelties make great props for this type of meeting. You could also
include things like plastic microphones.
Food:
Comedy clubs normally have typical fast food style fare so here are some ideas for food if you’d like to include snacks:





French fries and/or Chicken fingers (be sure to keep warm).
Sodas and bottled waters.
Popcorn, Chips and pretzels.
Nachos – either plain tortillas or add cheese, salsa and guacamole.

While the hot foods are nice, they aren’t necessary and can be replaced by snack sized candy or cookies. Since many comedy clubs
serve alcoholic drinks, you could serve their non-alcoholic counterparts.
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TABLE TOPICS:
This theme uses the typical table topics format. Simply print out the pages with these topics and cut them into slips of paper. Then
allow participants to select one and speak about it.
Introduction:
For this meeting's table topics you will select a phrase and your goal is to tell a story (preferably a funny one) or a series of jokes in
which you use that phrase as your signature phrase. The goal is for the audience to guess the phrase so don’t say it right away to give
it away, instead try to work it into your talk at least five times. When you’re done, we’ll see if everyone can guess your phrase.
Phrases:

Don’t get me started.
That’s the type of guy/girl I am.
That’s the way I like it.
I’m the boss.
I wear the pants.
I have my cake and eat it too.
I know him/her personally.
That’s why I’m so cool.
That’s why they pay me the big bucks.
No news is good news.
That’s why I’m an animal lover.
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That’s why they call me the king/queen.
When pigs fly.
Well I’ll be a monkey’s uncle.
Trust me, I’m a trained professional.
That’s why I have an advanced degree.
That’s why they call me “money bags.”
Oh, you think I’m lying?
But really, don’t hate me because I’m beautiful.
Boom chicka wah wah.
Bada bing bada bang.
Yeah! That’s what I’m talking about!
Just like they say at the hair salon.
I’m the guy/gal with all the answers.
That’s the way the cookie crumbles.
Now that’s what I call a happy customer.
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No news is good news.
There can only be one chef in the kitchen.
It’s the truth, I swear.
But I know what I’m doing.

TIPS FOR SUCCESS:








While this is a great meeting theme for hosting your club’s humorous speech contest, it’s also a good theme for any time
your club needs a laugh. But just be mindful of the timing – it may not be appropriate to do after an event that many
members are mourning, including right after news of downsizing if you have a corporate club. When in doubt, have a
discussion (first with the officers and then with the club) to determine if it’s appropriate.
Set the ground rules for what is considered appropriate humor prior to the meeting. For example, it should go without
saying that any humor that is discriminatory in nature is inappropriate for meetings. However, some people may not realize
that whether a joke is vulgar or too sexual in nature is in the eye of the beholder. Jokes about controversial topics such as
politics and religion can also offend. As the famous phase goes: when in doubt, leave it out.
If you’re looking to change things up, consider having this meeting in a room different from what you’re used to. Libraries,
bookstores and local coffee shops often have areas that are suited to open mic nights or presentations. Just make sure the
club is okay with the change of venue (and time, if needed) before making this change.
Another great way to get people into this theme is to have a guest speaker with a background in comedy such as a local
stand-up comedian or a winner of a district humorous speech contest.
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THEME 3: TROPICAL LUAU
PLANNING THE MEETING:
This is an effective meeting theme for both the warmer and cooler seasons. In the
summertime, it can be done outside and members might appreciate the casual dress
code. In the wintertime, it’s an effective draw for people with cabin fever to get out
for a bit and pretend it’s summer.
You’ll want to give your members at least a week’s notice so that they have ample
time to find or purchase appropriate clothing and/or accessories for the meeting.
Also keep in mind that in the wintertime, it might be more difficult to find things such
as Hawaiian shirts, etc….
Invitation 1 – Colder Weather:
Aloha! To help beat those winter blues, our next meeting is going to be a tropical luau. So dig up your favorite Hawaiian shirt, grass
skirt, lei or ukulele and join the fun. If you’re participating in a role, please feel free to work the theme into it.
Invitation 2 – Warm Weather:
Aloha! Come beat the heat at our next meeting - the tropical luau. So dig up your favorite Hawaiian shirt, grass skirt, lei or ukulele
and join the fun. If you’re participating in a role, please feel free to work the theme into it.

MEETING SETUP:
Depending on how elaborate you plan on making your theme meeting, you’ll need 30 to 45 minutes at most to set up. If you can’t
get into the room early, you can easily set up in less than 15 minutes with two extra helpers (these helpers are in addition to the
folks that normally set up the room).
Decorations & Ambiance:
The sky truly is the limit here. Some inexpensive items you can purchase from your local party supply store include:




Inflatable palm trees, beach balls, hula dancers and flowers.
A tiki bar.
Paper parrots, trees and volcanoes.

A music player with appropriate music is a must for this theme meeting. Try putting together a playlist of 30-40 minutes worth of
music so that nothing is repeated. You’ll want to play music as people arrive up until the start of the meeting, during any breaks
(especially if a meal is part of your meeting) and during table topics (just make sure the music is low and in the background). Some
excellent luau music includes:




“Facing Future” By Israel Kamakawiwo'ole
Soundtrack for the film “Lilo & Stitch”
“Drew's Famous Hawaiian Luau Party” has an excellent selection of songs but they aren’t by the original artists.
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Props:
This is a fun theme for props. While the perfect venue would be an outdoor setting where you could have tiki torches, you can still
have a lot of fun with this theme with a quick visit to your local party supply store. Here are some of the props that you can include:







Plastic daiquiri cups and decorated straws.
Leis (you can often get these for free at certain shops and restaurants).
Plastic (or even real)pineapples and other tropical fruit.
Coconut shells. Simply crack open a few coconuts, drain the water (which is extremely healthy) and scrape out the white
flesh. Let the shells dry out a bit, and they make great props such as paperweights for any papers you have (agendas, club
information, etc…). Or just leave them somewhere visible as they add to the theme.
Inflatable palm trees and flamingoes. Just make sure to allow time to inflate them.

Food:
If you’re able to have food at your meeting, you can serve a number of traditional luau dishes such as poi, beef teriyaki, kulolo,
tropical fruits and for the less daring, Hawaiian pizza. The “ethnic” or “international” section of your local supermarket may have
some of these items pre-made, along with sodas and juices of the tropical variety. You could also search the web for Luau recipes
and attempt to create them yourself. Here’s a quick recipe for Hawaiian Pizza:
“Hawaiian Pizza” by James Feudo
Ingredients:
 1 bag of pre-made dough (regular or whole -wheat).Thawed out.
 1/3 cup of tomato or pizza sauce (plain tomato sauce typically works
best).
 1 8 oz. bag of shredded mozzarella cheese.
 A half of a small onion, sliced.
 1 8 oz. can of pineapple chunks, slices or rings (it all depends on your
preference).
 1 cup of sliced baked ham.
 A quarter cup of cornmeal.
 2 tablespoons of olive oil.
Preparation:
 Preheat oven to 500 degrees Fahrenheit.
 On a pizza stone or baking sheet, spread the oil so that it’s roughly the size of the pizza. Sprinkle
with cornmeal.
 Stretch out the dough to the desired size (if it’s allowed to rise for several hours beforehand, it’s
easier to work with.
 Spread out the tomato sauce evenly on the dough. Leave a half inch at the edges.
 Sprinkle the cheese evenly over the pizza. Then top with ham, pineapple and onion.
 Bake pizza for 8 to 10 minutes – look for cheese to start bubbling.
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TABLE TOPICS:
This theme uses the typical table topics format. Simply print out the pages with these topics and cut them into slips of paper. Then
allow participants to select one and speak about it.
Introduction:
For this meeting’s table topics, I have a list of questions related to a tropical paradise. Simply select a question and answer it.
Remember that goal here is to speak a little bit about your topic so if you find yourself able to answer your question with one word,
then take a moment to explain why you chose that answer.

Hawaii is one of the most popular destinations for couples on their honeymoon. Why do you
think that is?
Have you ever been on tropical vacation? If so, what’s your favorite memory? If you haven’t
been on one, what’s preventing you?
If you were to win a vacation to any tropical destination, which one would you select?
If you could trade in your current home and career for a life on a tropical island, would you?
If you were planning a luau themed dinner at your home, what foods would you serve?
What is your favorite film that takes place on a tropical island?
If you were to go on a tropical vacation next week, what would you bring back with you?
If you were offered a chance to take hula lessons for free, would you take them?
If you won a dream home on a tropical island, would you move there or sell it?
What’s your favorite thing about traveling to a tropical island?
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Do you prefer sightseeing or lying on a tropical beach? Why?
What is your favorite tropical food?
How could you take a boring meal and add some tropical flavor to it?
What is the best way to experience a tropical sunset?
Would you enjoy spending a week on a beach in the tropics or do you prefer a more active
vacation?
Hawaiian shirts: cool or tacky?
Hawaiian shirt day is common theme day in many offices. If they had it in your office, would
you participate?
What’s your favorite tropical drink?
If a hula contest were held right now, would you enter it? Why or why not?
Why do you think more people don’t live in tropical areas?
If you wanted to transform your home or yard into a tropical paradise, how would you do
it?
If your job would allow you to work remotely, would you consider moving to a more tropical
location and working from the beach each day?
Would you enjoy the outdoors more if you lived somewhere more tropical?
Describe what you consider an island paradise to be?
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Do you think people who live in the tropics have a more laid back lifestyle than those that
live in other climates?
When someone tells you they’re going on a tropical vacation, what are the first few things
that come to mind?
Would you settle for a smaller house and a less prestigious job if you could spend every
evening on the beach watching a tropical sunset?
Have you ever tried surfing or canoeing?
Coconuts and pineapples are very healthy foods. How could you incorporate them into
some of your favorite dishes?
Would lying on the beach all get ever get boring for you? If so, how long do you think it
would take?

TIPS FOR SUCCESS:





When preparing the food for this meeting, don’t stress out over getting authentic Polynesian food. Normal dishes with
a tropical flair are fine, and don’t forget to include some less daring foods for picky eaters.
If you have members that have taken Hula lessons and wouldn’t mind putting on a quick demonstration at the
beginning of the meeting, it would definitely make it more memorable and get people into the theme.
Before you encourage people to wear festive tropical attire, make sure it fits in with the dress code of the place where
your meeting is held. Also make sure it’s okay to bring food and music.
Tropical room sprays can definitely enhance the theme, but only use them if the room has windows that you can open
(in case it gets to be too much) and test it out in another room prior to the meeting.
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THEME 4: BACK TO SCHOOL

PLANNING THE MEETING:
This is a popular theme for meetings around the beginning of the school year
but can be done at any time. It’s a great last minute theme to use to as it
doesn’t require extensive prep work.
A nice touch to add to the meeting is to read “Morning Announcements” at
the beginning of the meeting. Some examples of morning announcements
are:
 Please remember that next Wednesday is an early release day.
 Today we’ll have our first special assembly on career skills. The
topic is public speaking.
 Please note that this Friday, the cafeteria will be serving pizza
instead of tacos.
Invitation:
Pack your backpacks, bring your pencils and bring your books – it’s back to school time. We’ll get to relive those fun times of
yesteryear – without the homework, report cards and other hassles of school. Feel free to wear a school uniform, dress like a teacher
or wear your old sports jersey or letterman’s jacket to help get into the school spirit. Also, please bring school props such as books,
rulers, pencils and of course, an apple for the teacher.

MEETING SETUP:
This is fairly easy meeting to set up. If you can book classroom for it, you’ll have that setting with desks and chairs. Otherwise, it’s
fairly easy to get a classroom or auditorium feel in almost any meeting room.
Decorations & Ambiance:
A chalkboard (or whiteboard) would be a nice addition to the meeting area for this meeting. Colored chalk or markers can be used
for drawing books, an apple (for the teacher) and other images. You can write notes on the board such as:






Today’s Homework: Read chapters 1 & 2 of your textbook and write an essay about what you did over your vacation.
Please get your permission slips signed by Friday.
Miss Honey’s classroom rules:
o 1. Wait until you’re called on to speak.
o 2. Wait until the bell rings to leave your seat.
o 3. No eating unless it’s snack time.
Mr. Knuckle’s Policy:
o First strike – you get a warning.
o Second strike – you stay after school.
o Third strike – you visit the principal’s office.
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Another nice touch would be a wall clock. A wall clock made out of construction paper could also work if you’re unable to get a real
one. To further get the theme going, ring a bell between different parts of the meeting to signal the period has ended. You could
also do additional announcements between the different parts of the meeting.
Props:
One of the nice things about this theme is that most people that will be participating probably have at least a few related props lying
around their homes. Some easy to come by props include:





Pencils, pens and erasers.
Notebooks and construction paper.
Textbooks (you can ask each member to bring a book or textbook).
Rulers, protractors, compasses (for drawing circles) or calculators.

Food:
This can be a lot of fun without a lot of work. Think about school lunches and already a lot of ideas will come to mind such as:







Peanut butter and jelly sandwiches (you could even cut the crusts off).
Small slices of cheese pizza.
Granola bars.
Mac & cheese.
Cookies & brownies.
Small bags of chips.

Keep in mind that today’s schools serve healthier fare than the schools of yesteryear so things like salads, chopped veggies and even
tofu & hummus are common today. But whatever you choose, try packaging them up in small paper bags to make them look like
school lunches – and don’t forget to label them. Hot items can be placed on small dishes displayed on a table like they’d look in a
cafeteria. Again, the food is easy to put together and you can have fun with the presentation.
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TABLE TOPICS:
This theme uses the typical table topics format. Simply print out the pages with these topics and cut them into slips of paper. Then
allow participants to select one and speak about it.
Introduction:
For this exercise, you are invited to choose a question related to your school experiences and answer it. Now remember that the
purpose here is to get you to practice speaking extemporaneously – which is a long word that means “off the cuff.” So even if you
can answer the question with a word or two, try to elaborate and explain why you chose your answer. Also, when you see the word
“school”, please feel free to substitute pre-school, grade school, high school or college if it helps you craft your answer.

Did you typically look forward to or dread the first day of school?

What was your favorite subject in school?

What clubs, actives or sports did you participate in when you were in school?

Which teacher most influenced you?

What was the most valuable lesson you learned in school?

What did you like least about school?

Which classes do you wished you worked harder in or paid more attention in?

Have you ever attended a reunion? If so, how was it? If not, why not?

Do you still keep in touch with friends that you made in school?
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If you could go back in time, what would you have done differently in school?

What’s your earliest memory from school?

What words of wisdom would you share with someone considering dropping out of school?

In which grade did you feel like you had fallen in love for the first time?

What did you like most about your high school?

What did you find most challenging when transitioning from one school to another?

What was your school mascot?

Was your school big or small? Did you prefer it that way?

If you could have had any television character as a friend in school, who would you choose?

What was the most memorable book you read in school?

If you could connect with someone from school that you lost touch with, who would it be?

What was the biggest mistake you made in school?
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What was the best piece of advice that you received in school?

What would you tell a child that’s nervous about their first day at a new school?

What was the heaviest textbook you had to lug around?

Did you ever have to give a speech in school? What was it like?

What type of music did you listen to in high school? Does hearing any particular song bring
back memories?

What subject did you like least?

How would school be different with today’s technology?

What subject do you think schools should teach to better prepare students for the real world?

What do you feel is the most underrated subject taught in schools?

TIPS FOR SUCCESS:





While this theme is great to use around the time when the school year starts in your area, you can still use it at any time of
year. It can be effective to have mid-way through a long break when parents are in the midst of school shopping and at the
point where they’re ready for the kids to go back.
While securing a classroom adds to the theme, rearranging the room set up can both contribute to the theme and change
things around enough to take away the familiar feel of the room, which is a great way for speakers to challenge themselves.
To add to the spirit of the meeting, pretend everyone with a speaking role is a teacher so refer to them as Mr., Mrs., Ms.,
Dr. or Professor rather than using their first name. You can even assign them a subject for when you announce them.
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THEME 5: TRICK OR TREAT

PLANNING THE MEETING:
This is a popular theme to try around Halloween but it can also be a fun theme to try at any
time of year.
One way to get into the theme is to have everyone participating in a role add a monster or
scary nickname to their name such as “Wolfman” Jack Jones or “Creepy” Carla Smith.
Encourage members to dress up as their favorite creeps and creatures.
Invitation:
Ghouls and ghosts, it’s time for another frightfully exciting meeting. Please join us for Trick or Treat where we welcome all things
creepy and scary. Dress up like your favorite monster, creature of the night, hero or pick whatever costume suits your mood. And
don’t forget a bag for trick or treat.

MEETING SETUP:
If you have the time and ability to decorate the room, you can have a lot of fun with this theme. If you’re limited to a one hour lunch
break in corporate meeting room, you can still have fun but you’ll have to plan differently. In either case, consider reserving the
room early to allow time for set up will give you time to decorate.
Decorations & Ambiance:
A music player with some spooky music is a must to set the mood. Check your local library or music store for spooky music or
compilations of popular Halloween party songs. Here are some examples of good Halloween music:




The Ultimate Rockin' Halloween Party - American Horror Songs 1930s - 1950s. Creepy songs from the golden age of movies.
One Hour Haunted House Music. 60 minutes of creepy haunted house background music and sounds.
Ultimate Halloween Party Hits. A collection of popular Halloween themed songs (Note: these are not performed by the
original artists).

As for decorations, you’re only limited by your imagination. You can purchase all sorts of Halloween related decorations such as
pumpkins, skeletons, witches, cauldrons, etc…. You can also get simple paper cutouts that you pose or create life-sized stuffed
creatures. Dimming the lights or using black lights can also enhance the mood.
You could also include some games to play during your break (if you meeting allows for one) such as bobbing for apples (either in
water or on strings), pin the tail on the donkey (or a similar theme such as pin the broom on the witch) or you could dim the lights (if
you haven’t already) and have someone tell a ghost story (and it could qualify for a speech credit if someone evaluates it).
Props:
Plastic Jack O’Lanterns or Halloween treat bags are a must. You can also purchase plastic toys that are Halloween themed from your
local party store that you can place on or in front of seats.
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Food:
The first thing you’ll want to do is set up a trick or treat station. A table with a Halloween (or black or orange) table cloth with a few
bowls for candy on it is a quick way to do it. You can purchase individually wrapped candy in bulk year round and can place different
kinds of candy in different bowls to simulate different houses. Then set aside a few minutes during the meeting for attendees to
trick or treat.
If you happen to plan this meeting around Halloween, you’ll be in luck as you’ll be able to easily purchase a cake and/or cookies that
are already decorated for the occasion. There are even some tubes of cookie dough with Halloween designs that are seasonally
available. But it’s pretty easy to add a Halloween theme to cakes and cookies if you need to (or choose to) do them yourself.
If you’re unable to buy a pre-decorated cake or cookies, you can make them yourself. Boxed cakes are pretty easy to make, simply
follow the directions on the package and then top with chocolate frosting. From there, you could draw a pumpkin or write a spooky
message using colored frosting gels (which are available at supermarkets and craft stores). You could also decorate with candy corn,
gummy worms (and you could use crushed chocolate wafer cookies to create dirt).
Cookies are also pretty easy, you can either buy premade sugar cookies or make them yourself – there are a lot of sugar cookie
mixes out there that are pretty quick to make. Decorating them is the fun part. Here are some options:





Use orange icing gel to draw a pumpkin. You can also create the face with black gel and the stem with green gel.
Use black icing gel to create spider webs.
Use white icing gel to create a ghost.
If you are artistic, you could draw witches, gravestones and other spooky shapes.

Other food and beverages to have present are your typical party fare:



Chips, pretzels and dips.
Soda, juice and bottled water.

Again, to keep with the theme, get cups, plates, napkins and table cloths that are Halloween themed.
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TABLE TOPICS:
This theme uses the typical table topics format. Simply print out the pages with these topics and cut them into slips of paper. Then
allow participants to select one and speak about it.
Introduction:
For this meeting’s table topics, we’re going answer questions related to Halloween and other spooky stuff. Simply select a question
and answer it. If you find yourself able to answer the question with a word or two, try to talk about why you chose your answer.

What is your favorite monster movie?

What horror film still gives you chills whenever you think about it?

What is the scariest film you’ve ever seen?

Which movie monster would you least like to run into in real life?

What’s the creepiest setting for a monster movie?

Aliens or demons: what’s freakier?

Have you ever watched a movie that was so scary, you were afraid to turn off the lights?

What snacks do you like when you watch a scary movie?

Who is your favorite person to watch scary movies with?

Have you ever had a nightmare after watching a scary movie?
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Have you ever had a brush with the supernatural?

Have you ever visited a place that was said to be haunted?

When was the last time something frightened you to the point that you jumped?

What’s your favorite ghost story?

If someone offered you $10,000 to stay overnight in a place that was supposedly haunted,
would you do it?

What movie do you like to watch around Halloween every year?

Do you believe in ghosts, witches, werewolves or vampires?

Do you believe Earth has been visited by beings from another planet?

What is your favorite scary costume?

Have you ever been scared out in the woods?

Has a ride at an amusement park ever scared you?

Have you or anyone you’ve known ever lived in a haunted house?
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Has a book ever scared you?

If you were to make your home look like a haunted house for a party, how would you do it?

What movie will you never watch again because it was too scary?

How do you feel about dark rides in amusement parks?

What is the best or worst thing that you’ve ever received for Trick or Treat?

Have you ever skipped a house on your trick or treating route because it was too scary?

What was your favorite Halloween party game?

Out of all the costumes you’ve ever dressed up in, what was your favorite?

TIPS FOR SUCCESS:







If your group meets during the day in corporate setting or people in your group tend to get squeamish, try not to go too
overboard with the theme. Keep it tame rather than go overboard with the skeletons and monsters.
If you plan far enough ahead, you can buy a lot of the decorations and props for this theme for a deep discount shortly after
Halloween.
Try to book the room that you’ll be using so that you have 30 minutes both before and after the meeting. This will give you
time to set up and take down. If you have less time, get more volunteers but make sure everyone has their own set of tasks
so that things get done in an organized fashion. For example, have someone set up the candy table, have someone else
decorate the walls and have another person set up the seating for the meeting.
Think about costumes that might be inappropriate ahead of time such as overly sexy, politicians, etc… and communicate
that to the club.
Be especially aware of food allergies for this one. Many individually wrapped candies aren’t labeled with ingredients so
consider having a nut free bowl of candy.
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THEME 6: ELECTION NIGHT

PLANNING THE MEETING:
This is a common theme to use for the meeting where you have officer elections or
around the time local elections are being held. It’s a great way to get everyone
involved and excited about the process and remind them about the importance of
voting and their role with determining the outcome.

Invitation:
Like the old saying goes: if you don’t vote you give up your chance to voice your opinion. Well now’s you second chance, this week’s
theme is Election Night and you’ll have the opportunity to vote on various things. Don’t worry, things won’t get too crazy as we’ll
keep the meeting apolitical and take a fun approach on the art of voting.
[If you’ll be voting on club officers, also include the following paragraph]
In addition to all of the election fun, we’ll be voting on next year’s officers. If you’d like to run or would like to nominate someone for
a position, please contact [the club secretary] ASAP so the name can be added to the ballots.

MEETING SETUP:
This is one of those meetings that doesn’t require extensive set-up. Plan on fifteen to twenty minutes to set up the food, decorations
and get everything ready.
Decorations & Ambiance:
This theme does not require elaborate changes to your meeting room to get it to work. While you could create voting booths (which
can then be used if you’re planning on having officer elections), you can just as easily make the room look like a campaign
headquarters. Posters and lawn signs are simple and easy (again, make sure all sides are represented) or you could make your own
by printing out the names of people running (if you’re doing elections) on standard letter sized paper and taping it to a ruler.
You could always give the meeting a patriotic theme by using tablecloths, napkins, cups and plates with patriotic colors. This is
especially effective if the meeting is around local or national elections. Just remember to keep the meeting apolitical and include all
major political parties in the décor.
Patriotic music can be played in the background both before the meeting and during break. And announcing updates to fictitious
races periodically throughout the meeting can add to the fun.
Props:
Political bumper stickers, signs, buttons, t-shirts and other related items make great props for this meeting. The one thing to be
cautious of is making sure that all parties and beliefs are represented and that all slogans are in good taste. Stick to materials that
have just the candidates’ names or logo rather than something that degrades a candidate or political party.
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This is also an excellent time to display any items that represent your club’s history such as special awards and certificates. A
separate table set up with some information and pictures about the club will give attendees an extra feeling of pride towards the
club. A timeline for your club with some key events and photos is an excellent way to display your club’s history. If you have
members that have been a part of the club for several years, you could include that information on the timeline as well. It’s a unique
opportunity for your club to reflect on its history.
Food:
Election parties don’t need any special food items so snack foods such as chips, pretzels, popcorn, dips and sodas are always a good
start. A cake to celebrate the occasion is also a nice touch. You can decorate it in a patriotic theme and/or have your club’s name
and number on it.
As for something with more substance, pizza is always a safe bet. To keep it in line with the theme, get pizzas from more than one
place and allow attendees to vote on it. If you have a good size crowd, you may be able to convince some local pizza places to
donate pizza to contribute to the contest.
You can do the same with soda. Pick two colas (or root beers or other flavors) and write a number on each bottle. Record the
number and which brand it represents and then pull off the label (also make sure the cap is non-identifiable). Then allow attendees
to sample and vote for their favorite.
For even more fun, pick a popular dish (such as chili) or ingredient (such as apples) from your region and allow members to
participate in a cook-off. Make sure that each cook provides a name for their dish and an ingredient list (for allergy reasons). You can
give each cook the option to share their recipes or keep them secret. Decide up front if you want to let the cooks be anonymous (to
prevent bias) or to have their name next to each dish. You could give the top vote getter an award (simply print one out or purchase
a blue ribbon from a local craft store) and this could quickly become a popular annual tradition.
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TABLE TOPICS:
This theme uses the typical table topics format. Simply print out the pages with these topics and cut them into slips of paper. Then
allow participants to select one and speak about it. These questions are meant to give participants the chance to be funny without
taking a position on anything controversial.
Introduction:
For this meeting’s table topics, you’ll vote on important issues. Select a ballot and explain which of the two options you prefer and
why. Some ballots may include a question to help you craft your answer. You may “write in” an option if you don’t like either choice.

Ocean or mountains: which do you prefer to visit or to live?

Active or relaxing vacation?

Windows or Mac?

Coffee or Tea?

Dogs or cats: which make better pets?

Morning Person or night owl: which lifestyle fits you better?

Fast food or fine dining: which do you prefer?

Speaking or writing: which do you prefer?

Entering a speech contest or being a club officer: which helps you better reach your goals?

Rock n’ roll or easy listening: which music style do you prefer?
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Reading your speech or speaking from notes: which method do you prefer when giving a talk?

Talking on the phone or texting: which is the better way to communicate?

Blogs or web sites: which one do you prefer to read?

Fries or onion rings?

Laptop or desktop: which computer do you prefer?

Social media or in-person events: which method do you prefer for connecting with people?

Soda or juice?

Candy or ice cream: what’s your favorite snack?

Hot dogs or hamburgers: what do you prefer at a barbeque?

A movie theater or your living room: where do you prefer watching a movie?

A musical or sporting event: where do you prefer to spend a night out?

Pizza or wings: which is your preferred party snack?
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Summer or winter: which season do you prefer?

Vampire or werewolf: what would scare you more?

Smartphone or Cell Phone: which one do you really need?

In person or over the phone: what’s your favorite way to communicate?

Glasses or contacts: which do you (or would you) prefer?

Real books or electronic books: which do you prefer?

Walking or running: which form of exercise do you prefer?

Business or casual office dress: which environment do you prefer working in?

TIPS FOR SUCCESS:







If you are doing officer elections, be sure to include some extra time for candidates to give their final campaign pitch before
voting. If you have any other issues you need to vote on such as increasing dues or relocating to a new space, this is a good
time to vote on them as well. You could also allow people to set up small tables (space permitting) as their campaign
headquarters where they can place a poster or other information about their candidacy.
Sometimes clubs need to vote on controversial issues such as removing an officer or member. Since this vote has the
potential to sour the meeting, consider holding that vote at the very end of the meeting after all other business has been
taken care of. This will prevent those whose stance did not prevail from being upset throughout the rest of the meeting.
If your club is doing elections, print up ballots rather than having people write a name on a slip of paper. It makes the
election feel more official.
If you have a small club or a club where only one person runs (or is recruited) for each role, consider using this theme for
the meeting where the new officers are installed. Having a special guest of honor do the inductions will make the ceremony
more memorable and special.
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THEME 7: ROCK N’ ROLL MURDER MYSTERY

PLANNING THE MEETING:
Murder mysteries not only make interesting books, films and television shows,
but they also can liven up dinner parties and of course, meetings. This meeting
takes a good amount of planning so you’ll want to plan it out at least two weeks.
You’ll also want to reduce the number or speeches at the meeting or cut back on
some of the smaller roles such as word of the day to allow enough time for the
extended table topics. If your meeting slot is less than two hours, you might want
to consider planning a special meeting to try this out as table topics alone can
consume an hour. You’ll also want to have at least 15 people in attendance (at
least 10 members).
Invitation:
Our next meeting is going to be a special one – the Rock and Roll Murder Mystery. It’s similar to mystery dinners where attendees try
to solve a (fictitious) murder. We’ll really need your help to make this a success. We’re looking for people to volunteer to be suspects.
In this fun role, you’ll be given a background on your character and you’ll be asked to provide a one to two minute introduction and
you’re welcome to dress up as the character. After all the suspects give their introductions, we’ll all vote on who we think the
murderer is. So please join us for this fun and exciting meeting.

MEETING SETUP:
You have two options with how you handle the theme. You can make the entire meeting a theme meeting, or just use the theme for
table topics. If you use it just for table topics, you can have the table topics master simply read the following introduction as part of
the introduction to table topics.
The theme portion then goes as follows:






Table Topics Master opens with theme introduction.
Suspect Introductions are read.
Table topics then is opened up to the room for Detective Reports.
Everyone votes on the suspects and the ballots are counted but the table topics master during a break.
The murderer is named and he or she gets to give a short speech.

If you choose to make the entire meeting the theme meeting, you can have the Toastmaster read the following introduction at the
beginning of the meeting. You’ll then want to run the meeting as follows:





Toastmaster opens with theme introduction.
Roles are explained:
o The timer can be referred to as “Junior Detective” and their name.
o The general evaluator can be referred to as “Scoop Squint – Reporter for the Nightly Noodle”
o The Ah Counter can be referred to as “District Attorney” and their name.
If you want to put other roles such as joke of the day, invocation, etc… they can go next.
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If speeches are related to the theme, then they start first.
Then table topics begins with the Toastmaster reading the theme introduction.
Suspect Introductions are read.
Table topics is then opened up to the room for Detective Reports.
Everyone votes on the suspects and the ballots are counted but the table topics master during a break.
The murderer is named and he or she gets to give a short speech.
If there are any other speeches for the night, they are then given.
General evaluator, timer, ah counter, etc… give reports and speeches are evaluated.
Toastmaster closes the meeting.

Introducing the theme:
H, I’m Detective Pat Snooper. We’re going to investigate a murder that happened tonight to figure out who the killer is. I’ve made
sure that no one has left this room since the crime has happened so all of the suspects are right here among us. I’ll describe what
happened, and then each suspect will have a chance to introduce and explain themselves. Once they introduce themselves, we’ll all
get to share who we think did it. Then we’ll vote on the murderer, take a break while votes are counted and then the murderer will be
announced and get to say a few final words.
So let me begin by telling you the facts as we know them. The rock band “SpeakE-Z” was invited to dinner at the home Tommy
Mason, the owner of their record label. SpeakE-Z is a manufactured band so all the members were hand-picked by Tommy – they met
for the first time at their initial recording session. The band’s recent album went platinum so Tommy invited the band and some other
VIPs to stay for the weekend at his house out in the country to celebrate. After the long ride out to the house, the band decided to
unwind in their rooms prior to dinner. They all entered their rooms at approximately 4:30 PM. Dinner was to start promptly at 7 pm
so all of the band members, with the exception of their lead singer, Ace Richards, ventured down to the dining room and arrived
between 6:45 and 7:05.
As dinner progressed, Ace’s band mates noticed the normally punctual singer was late. At 7:30, the four other band members went
up to Ace’s room finding him in bed dead. Next to his bed was an empty bottle of pain killers that Ace took for an old back i njury.
Next to the bottle were two guitar picks.

Decorations & Ambiance:
This is supposed to be taking place during dinner so the goal is to get the room to look like a dining room inside a mansion. Place
settings are a must and old candlesticks will give it the right feel. Also, some crime scene yellow tape will add to the fun. Magnifying
glasses and old pipes like Sherlock Holmes would use will also help get attendees into the mystery solving mood.
Props:
For this theme, your suspects should bring props related to the character they are playing. For example, Spike is a guitarist so he
could bring a guitar or picks with him. All suspects should be encouraged to dress up like they’d imagine their characters. Missy and
Preston would wear more business like attire where the band members would dress less formal. Have them use their imagination to
bring their character to life.
The person who will be playing Detective Snooper will also want to dress up like a detective and carry a notepad and pen. Pat is
purposely used as the name so the person playing the character can be either male or female.
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Food:
If time permits, try having a mystery dinner as part of the meeting as it’s a fun way to spruce up any party but it's an especially nice
touch to go along with this particular theme. It can be at the beginning, end or even in the middle. The concept of a mystery dinner
is that attendees are given menus but rather than listing the actual item, a clue is provided. Usually, there are three or four courses
to the meal and people can choose three items per course. They simply put a course number next to each item they want to select.
Menus are then collected and the dinner begins.
Everyone starts out with a plate and a glass. Napkins and silver ware are optional because they can be among the items on the menu
which makes the event even more fun. The first course is brought out and it’s fun to watch people see what combinations they
ended up with. Often, they’ll get a main dish or a soup but no knife or fork, so they either have to try to eat without the utensils or
wait until the next course. After the first course, the subsequent courses come out in five minute intervals (you could do ten minutes
if time permits).
Now creating the mystery dinner items can be a lot of fun. Here are some menu items and names that you can use but feel free to
make up your own:















Fork: Road Split
Spoon: Lovers Cuddle
Napkin: Wiper
Caesar Salad: Emperor’s Greens (or Fit for an Emperor)
Potato: Irish Eyes
Coffee: Pick Me Up
Chocolate Cake: Devil’s Food
Water: Tears
Chicken: Scared Stiff
Spaghetti: Guitar Strings
Bread Roll: Kettle Drum
Pickle Slices: Sour Spears
French Fries: Summer in Paris
Steak: Vampire Killer

If you are unable to do a mystery dinner due to time constraints or you feel it’s just not something your club would enjoy, then
consider just having a potluck meal to go with the dinner theme. You could give dishes mystery names like “mystery mash” or
“secret sauce” to keep with the spirit. If you’re really short on time, stick to snacks such as popcorn, chips, pretzels and drinks (soda,
water, juice, etc…).
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TABLE TOPICS:
Table topics will be split into two parts: the suspect introductions and the detective reports. The suspect introductions portion of
table topics consists of participants creating a short introduction for their character given the background information provided. Try
to get everyone to keep their introduction to be a minute or less. Also, they will prepare a short talk in the event that they are
chosen as the murderer. They have the option to either plead their innocence or admit to the crime. These people should be
selected prior to the meeting so they can prepare (and even dress) adequately. If participants are willing, they could craft a speech
project around their character and give a full length speech.
The detective reports will give participants the chance to choose who they think the murderer is and explain why. After the
detective reports, each person in attendance will get to vote on who they think the murderer is. Again, the person playing the
character with the most votes will say a few words at the end, claiming that they are innocent or displaying their anger at being
caught – they can choose how they want to handle it and even improvise their response. In either case, it’s a fun opportunity to step
outside your comfort zone and try something new.

Introduction:
It is now time for the suspects to introduce themselves. Each suspect will tell you a little about themselves. As you listen to each
suspect speak, try to look for a motive for killing. Once all suspects have had a chance to talk, then the floor will be open for everyone
to choose a suspect as the murderer. Once time is up, everyone will have a chance to vote on who they think the murderer is. Then he
or she will say a few words.

Tommy Mason:
Background:
Tommy is the owner of Random Records, SpeakE-Z’s record label. Tommy invited everyone to his home to
celebrate the band’s latest album going platinum.
Alibi: Tommy was in his study doing paperwork during the time of the murder.
Clue:
Tommy, who doesn’t want his daughter to become romantically involved with any rock stars, recently found
out that his daughter has been secretly dating Ace Richards. It was reported that he was furious about this.
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Vanessa Mason:
Background:
Vanessa is Tommy’s only offspring. To her dad, she’s a nice innocent girl. But in reality, she parties hard and
has dated a number of musicians.
Alibi: Although she went to visit Ace, she heard someone knock on the door so she snuck out the window
using the fire escape.
Clue:
Vanessa is known for single-handedly ruining the careers of musicians that don’t do what she wants them to.
Ace recently crossed her by threatening to tell her dad about their relationship.

Spike Hart:
Background:
Spike is the guitarist for SpeakE-Z. Tommy invited him to join the band after his old band broke up.
Alibi: Spike was in his room sleeping.
Clue:
Spike was the lead singer for his old band and he wanted to sing on a few tracks of the new SpeakE-Z album.
Ace prevented it from happening – even though Spike has been helping him learn guitar.

Taylor West:
Background:
Taylor is the bass player for SpeakE-Z. Heavily overweight, Taylor likes to eat a lot.
Alibi: Taylor was in the kitchen fixing a snack.
Clue:
Ace frequently embarrasses Taylor about his weight. He recently called him “a disgusting slob” while on stage
at a concert. This upset him so much he punched a hole in his hotel room’s wall.
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Chip Casey:
Background:
Chip is the band’s drummer. Prior to the creating of SpeakE-Z, Chip had his own band.
Alibi: Chip was relaxing in the pool.
Clue:
Chip wants to go back to doing solo projects, but can only get out of his contract if the band breaks up.

Melissa “Missy” Bouvier:
Background:
Missy is the Marketing Director for Random Records. She’s rather stuffy but works hard. She’s responsible for
pushing to get the band the air time that they needed to gain popularity.
Alibi: Missy was reading outside in a quiet spot in the garden.
Clue:
Missy was also dating Ace and was extremely angry when she found out about Ace and Vanessa. When she
caught her prior boyfriend cheating on her, she destroyed his sports car. It was said she had threatened Ace.

Johnny Boggs:
Background:
Johnny is the lead singer of the indie band “Delivery.” Johnny is also Tommy’s favorite nephew.
Alibi: Johnny was in the garage working on his motorcycle.
Clue:
Johnny has stated a number of times that the one thing preventing him from becoming rich and famous is not
being part of an established band. Since Johnny filled in for Ace when he was sick during his last tour, there’s
no doubt who would replace Ace if his slot in the band opened up.
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Preston Harrington:
Background:
Preston lives next door to Masons. He works for his dad’s media company which owns three radio stations.
Alibi: Preston was in the music room making a private phone call.
Clue:
Preston has been pursuing Vanessa since they were kids. He always believed she rejected him because she
only likes bad boys and has been looking for a way to demonstrate his badness to prove his love for her.

Barbara Mason:
Background:
Barbara was a theater performer when she met Tommy. She had hoped their marriage would elevate her
music career, but that was set back when Vanessa was born.
Alibi: Barbara was enjoying a long and relaxing bubble bath.
Clue:
Ace was helping Barbara make a comeback with her music career. She started developing feelings for him and
became furious when he confessed he was involved with her beautiful daughter.

Trixy Gardener:
Background:
Trixy is another one of Tommy’s successful acts. She’s one of the top R&B performers and her albums sell like
hotcakes.
Alibi: Trixy was catching some rays in a lounge chair out on the upstairs balcony.
Clue:
Trixy was yet another woman with a romantic link to Ace. She dated Ace back when she was famous and he
was relatively unknown. Once he became famous, Ace broke up with her. She was in love with him and
devastated by the breakup.
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TIPS FOR SUCCESS:







This meeting requires more planning on the participants’ parts than other meetings so you’ll want to make sure that the
people who will be taking roles for the murder mystery are reliable and have adequate time to prepare. There are two easy
things you can do here to help ensure success. First, explain to each person that requests this type of role what’s involved.
Second, check in with each person about three days prior to the meeting to see how they are doing. If they haven’t had a
chance to get to it, ask them if they’d like to pass the role onto someone else.
There are ten roles, four for females and six for males (the reason for the unevenness is that the band itself is made up of
males), plus the detective that can be either male or female. You can use all ten roles or as few as four roles. You probably
don’t want to add more roles because you’ll be using a lot of time on introductions.
If you think the term “murder” might cause offense or bother people, simply refer to this theme as a “Dinner Mystery” and
change the crime to a kidnapping.
Keep in mind that the table topics session of this theme can take between 30 and 60 minutes. If you have a relatively short
meeting slot (less than two hours) you may want to schedule it for an evening (perhaps even at a restaurant) so that you
have ample time. Or, if your club meets during lunchtime, have the table topics portion of the meeting first and use the rest
of your time for meeting preparation and club business.
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THEME 8: WELCOME TO THE FUTURE
PLANNING THE MEETING:
This theme is well suited for organizing on short notice. It can be successfully
done with very little prep work and attendees don’t need a lot of notice to
prepare accordingly. If your group is completely new to theme meetings and
you’re not sure how they’ll react to them, this is a good one to start off with.
Planning is pretty basic, as this can be done any time of year and you won’t
need a lot of set up time to prepare the room.

Invitation:
As children, we all dreamed of what the future might hold. Flying cars, teleportation other technologies have been the subjec t of
science fiction for years. Well at this meeting, you’ll have your chance to share your predictions and look back at how the world has
changed in the last few decades. Bring your imagination and your predictions and you may walk away from this meeting with a
whole new vision of the future.

MEETING SETUP:
This is one of those themes that are pretty easy to set up. While a starry backdrop would certainly enhance the theme, some
posters, small decorations and a little imagination can make this meeting an out of this world hit.
Decorations & Ambiance:
Music from some popular science fiction shows would work very nicely with this theme. The Sci-Fi channel has a nice collection of
these songs called “Final Frontiers” that includes songs from the 1960’s through the 1990’s.
Decorations such as silver tinsel (the same tinsel that is used at Christmastime) can be used to give it that shimmering new
technology look. Also, posters or pictures of technology or space such as planets, stars, circuit boards, spaceships, etc… will fit in
nicely with the theme.
Props:
Try to find toys or trinkets with a sci-fi theme such as ray guns, aliens, spaceships or robots. Models of futuristic looking cars or
airplanes also add a nice touch. If you could find some sci-fi themed postcards, even some vintage ones, they make good props for
the meeting as well.

Food:
You can have a lot of fun with food for this meeting. First, let’s start with presentation. A sparkling silver tablecloth with sci-fi
themed plates, cups and napkins are a must. Anything with a metallic look will have that sci-fi feel. Next up is beverages, where you
can use your creativity. Try to find sodas in different colors such as red, blue, purple or pink. If you can’t find sodas in this color, try
getting some clear sodas such as lemon-lime or birch beer and add a few drops of food coloring to change the color. Then remove
the label of the soda and place a note in front of each bottle with a made up name such as “Red Rocket Fuel” or “Blue Ice.”
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This is another theme that lends itself well to cookies. You can decorate sugar cookies (either pre-made or made from scratch) with
icing to make shapes like rockets, UFOs, robots, etc…. If someone will be baking the cookies, they could be cut into to futurist shapes
or they could be sprinkled with silver balls or sprinkles.
Some other food items that are futuristic include freeze-dried foods. Many stores now sell freeze dried berries, but you can
sometimes find freeze dried meals (sometimes referred to as “Astronaut Snacks”) such as pizza and ice cream at museums and
science centers.
Lastly, you could make a “create your own wrap” station with some thinly cut cold cuts and cheeses, as well as lettuce, mustard and
mayonnaise. Wraps feel like futuristic sandwiches so the fit well with the theme.
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TABLE TOPICS:
This theme uses the typical table topics format. Simply print out the pages with these topics and cut them into slips of paper. Then
allow participants to select one and speak about it.
Introduction:
Some people make their livings guessing about what things will be like in the future. So for today’s table topics session, we’re going
to do the same thing. Let’s fast forward ourselves into the future (you can decide if you want to go 5, 10 or even 50 years out) and
think about how things might be. If you’d like to participate, come on up and grab a question. Each question will be about what life
might be like in the future.

What will homes be like in the future?
How will we communicate differently in the future?
Will speaking to a live in-person audience become a thing of the past?
What will transportation be like in the future?
Will cars ever fly?
What new places will people be able to live in the future?
What will the popular vacation destinations be in the future?
Will space travel be something that everyone will access to in the future?
How will movies and entertainment be different in the future?
Will we have more or less leisure time in the future?
What will people do to relax in the future?
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How will computers be different in the future?
What type of energy will power our homes and cars in the future?
What new medical breakthroughs will happen in the future?
Will we find proof of other life among the stars?
What kind of robots will be part of our everyday lives in the future?
What will people miss about the past?
How will going out for dinner be different in the future?
What kind of new jobs and careers will emerge in the future?
What tasks will go away because they are automated by technology in the future?
What will people do differently to stay healthy in the future?
What will be different about the clothing we wear in the future?
What new diets will come about in the future?
How will our living conditions be different in the future?
What breakthroughs will make trips halfway around the world shorter?
Will face to face job interviews become a thing of the past?
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Will video conferencing become more commonplace in the future?
How will telecommuting change life in the future?
Will distance learning replace some aspects of high school and college in the future?
How will the way we approach health and fitness change in the future?

TIPS FOR SUCCESS:





Invite people to dress like robots, spacemen or aliens or to wear futuristic clothing to make it feel like a sci-fi convention.
Everyone could wear name tags listing their favorite sci-fi movie or TV show which would get some interesting
conversations going.
If a sci-fi movie (or movie about the future) has just opened or is in theatres, consider inviting everyone to go see it as a
group outing after the meeting. It’s a great way to get your members to hang out and bond.
Suggest some future-related topics for speeches. In addition to the table topics for this theme, some other topics for
speeches would be:
o How do you see the world in 25 years?
o How is today different than the visions of the future from 25 years ago?
o What were some predictions about the future that you made ten years ago and did any of them come true?
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THEME 9: BROADWAY MUSICAL
PLANNING THE MEETING:
This is a relatively easy meeting to set up so it won’t require too much advanced planning.
This can be a particularly fun meeting if people in your club are singers (they could sing
their speeches) or actors (they could act out their speeches). Also, it could give members
who don’t sing or act regularly a chance to push their comfort zones.

Invitation:
Here is your chance to be a star. At our next meeting, you’ll be staring in our Broadway Musical- you’ll have the chance to sing or act
out your speech and there will be some other fun activities to help you move beyond your comfort zone. You won’t want to miss this
chance to perform – it’s a great chance to bring your speaking to the next level. Keep in mind that acting skills can help you with
some of the trickier parts of speaking such as gestures, movements, voice variation and expressions.

MEETING SETUP:
This is a relatively easy meeting to set up. You probably need about 15 minutes to hang up posters and stars (which you can also use
for the Wild West theme meeting).
Decorations & Ambiance:
For decorations, posters and programs for musicals and plays are simple, yet effective. You can often find posters online for an
inexpensive price or you could make them yourself. If you make them yourself, you can use construction paper or poster board and
either draw or print out parts of the program based on images online.
You can also get Broadway style music (either from current or past musicals) to play in the background while people filter in. Check
with members to see if they have any music or grab a greatest hits album from your local library.

Props:
If you create a program for your meetings (or even if you don’t), theme it like a musical. List the Toastmaster as the Director and
break your meeting up into two acts. Here is a sample:
Opening act:




Introduction from the director.
Invocation.
Warm up from our humorist.
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Act 1: Prepared Speeches:




Scene 1: My life’s journey by Mary Jones
Scene 2: Star light, star bright by Joe Smith
Scene 3: A wild ride by Jen Jenkins

Intermission: Please visit the snack bar for some refreshments.
Act 2: Wrapping Up




Scene 4: Musical Chairs – table topics.
Scene 5: Evaluations
Scene 6: A note from the Producer (Club President)

Other props include copies of programs from musicals and plays (they can be from local school productions or actual Broadway
plays), Tony Awards (either plastic or cut out from paper) and theater glasses.
Food:
Food for this meeting is both fun and easy to plan. Most local productions sell candy and drinks at their snack bars while Broadway
musicals might serve more affluent fare, including alcoholic beverages. Here are some options for meeting snacks & refreshments:






Bottled water, soda cans and juice.
Mixed drinks (without alcohol of course).
Individual sized candy – think of the kind of things you’d hand out at Halloween.
Boxes of popcorn (or you could use small paper/plastic bowls).
Soft pretzels (if you have a means to heat them – otherwise larger hard pretzels will work).

You can have fun with this by spreading out the snacks to look like a concession stand at a play.
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TABLE TOPICS:
You have a couple options here. First, you could a do a grab bag where you place programs, CD cases or cards from different plays or
musicals into a bag. Participants simply pull one out and talk about that particular play. If they are familiar with it, they can talk
about if they’ve seen it, why they haven’t seen it or what it’s about. If they aren’t familiar with it, they can describe what they think
it’s about (which could be quite amusing) or how they’d create a play with the same name.
The other option is to use the questions below which are related to Broadway and Musicals.

Introduction:
For today’s table topics, we’re going to talk about musicals. If you’re struggling to answer any of these questions, please feel free to
grab another one or talk about whatever is on your mind related to musicals.

Have you ever been in a musical or play? If so, tell us about it. If not, why haven’t you been
in one?
What was the most memorable musical/play you’ve ever seen?
Have you ever seen a movie based on a musical or play? If so, how was it different from the
actual play?
Which play or musical can you watch over and over again?
If you could create a musical or play about your life, what would you call it and why?
What’s the most unusual name you’ve seen for a musical or play and where was it held?
What’s it like to go to a play or musical in your area?
If you had the chance to star in any musical or play, which role would it be?
In a musical, do you find the singing, acting or dancing most impressive?
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What was your best or worst experience attending a musical?
Do you prefer classic or modern plays or musicals?
Do you prefer to attend a musical in person or watch it at home on TV?
If you were going to the city to see a musical, what other things might you do before or after
it while you’re in the city?
Plays or musicals – which one do you find more entertaining?
Did you ever want to get into the performing arts when you were younger?
What advice would you give someone with stage-fright?
If you could go back to when you were in school, would you consider doing more with the
performance arts?
Do you encourage your children to get into the performing arts?
What advice would you give someone that has trouble remembering lines?
If you could choose between being a good singer or a good dancer, which would you be and
why?
Which performers inspire you? Why?
Which do you find more challenging: performing in front of a camera or performing in front
of a live audience?
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How would your job or line of work change if you could, like they do in musicals, break into
song in the middle of the day to describe what’s going on?
Do you prefer a performance that mimics real life situations and people or do you prefer
something with characters or settings that are pure fantasy?
Do you prefer performances that take place in the past, present or future?
Why do you think plays and musicals aren’t as popular as movies and TV shows?
What is your favorite city or theater for watching plays and musicals?
Could actors benefit from public speaking skills? Could speakers benefit from acting skills?
Would you find it more fun to write a play or to star in one?
What do you think the most challenging aspect of performing in a play would be?

TIPS FOR SUCCESS:








If you have any singers in your group, encourage them to sing their speeches or have them create a quick a cappella song to
open the meeting. It’s a fun way to change things up and give the meeting a unique feel. The song could be just four or five
lines that tell about the club or describe what will be happening at that particular meeting.
Not everyone is interested in plays and musicals, but performance art skills are extremely helpful for speakers. The whole
concept of learning a role, researching a character and bringing that person to life requires a lot of vocal variation, body
language and expressions – all of which can help with delivering an effective speech. Make sure these benefits are
communicated to anyone that may seem disinterested with this theme.
At the start of the meeting, make a special announcement that some members may be pushing their comfort zones so
remind attendees that it might be more challenging for these particular people. You’ll want to recognize this effort to both
encourage and reward those that try something new.
This a great meeting for guests because you can treat everyone like a star. Make everyone feel important like they are a
famous person or speaker. You’ll be surprised at how pleasant the mood in the room is at the end of the meeting.
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THEME 10: WOODSTOCK

PLANNING THE MEETING:
This is another meeting that’s pretty easy to set up and attendees need
just a little bit of notice. This theme gets its inspiration from the music and
films that were popular during the late 1960’s & early 1970’s. So it’s a
popular theme for those who grew up in this era.

Invitation:
If you never made it to the original Woodstock music festival (or did and you want to relive it), now’s your chance. For this meeting
we’ll be reliving the fun parts of those crazy days from the late 1960’s & early 1970’s. Feel free to dress like a hippie, bring your
favorite classic rock music and join in on the fun. Peace out man!

MEETING SETUP:
Setup for this meeting doesn’t require the stage or mud that the original event had. Instead some simple decorations that capture
the essence of the era will more than suffice.
Decorations & Ambiance:
Since Woodstock is all about music, some classic rock from the late 1960’s & early 1970’s is a must. In fact, there are a number of
Woodstock Compilation CDs out there that have songs from the event as well as actual performances.
Decorating the room is pretty easy. Some posters of Woodstock performers as well as peace symbols & slogans (“Peace,” “Flower
Power,” etc…) are all easily found in music stores or pretty much anywhere that sells music. You also can cut peace symbols out of
construction paper or draw them on poster board. You can use tie dye shirts (and other clothing) hung up on hangers as part of the
decorations.
Lava lamps and psychedelic lighting will definitely give the room a Woodstock feel. You could also get fluorescent posters (or create
your own with fluorescent paints) and use a black light to give it that 1969 feel.
Props:
Beaded necklaces and bracelets that have 1970’s styling make for good handouts to give to attendees. This can be easily made with
wires and beads from a craft shop. Also headbands, bandanas and folk music instruments make for interesting visuals. Also, flowers
(daisies and sunflowers in particular) whether fresh cut or fake will fit in nicely with the theme.
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Food:
Basic foods will fit nicely into this theme. For starters, vegetables and dip were popular around Woodstock. Carrots, celery,
cucumbers, broccoli, cherry or grape tomatoes and sliced peppers are easy to put together. For dip, you can use ranch dressing,
Italian dressing or your favorite mix added to sour cream.
For something more substantial, wheat breads with some sliced cold cuts and veggies for a create your sandwich station should hit
the spot. Ham, turkey, American (or cheddar) cheese, lettuce, tomatoes and pickles are your basics, but you could certain add more.
For dessert, cookies or brownies frosted with peace symbols or smiley faces (

 ) are easy to make. Simply use some icing gel to

draw the shapes on the dessert. Water, soda and juice are all ideal beverages.
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TABLE TOPICS:
This theme uses the typical table topics format. Simply print out the pages with these topics and cut them into slips of paper. Then
allow participants to select one and speak about it.
Introduction:
For this exercise, you’re welcome to choose a topic about Woodstock. Remember that the goal here to speak off the cuff so even if
you find yourself able to answer these questions with a word or two, try to say at least a few sentences about your answer. One easy
way to do this is to say your answer and explain why you feel that way or did what you did. If you’re really struggling with the topic
or it simply doesn’t apply in any way to you, then feel free to choose another one (including one that has already been chosen).

What is your favorite song from the 1970’s?
Who is your favorite performer from the 1970’s?
What style from the 1970’s do you wish would come back?
If a Woodstock type event were held today, which performers would you like to see in it?
Jimi Hendrix played the national anthem at the original Woodstock. Who should get that
honor today?
If an event like Woodstock were held today, would you go? Why or why not?
If you owned a large farm in a rural area, what would it take for you to rent it out for a
multi-day music festival?
What made Woodstock so different from other music festivals, past or present?
Would you allow your teenager(s) to attend a festival like Woodstock if there were one
today?
Why do you think other festivals have been unable to duplicate the impact Woodstock had
on society?
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Were you ever a hippie? Why or why not?
If you could go back in time to attend Woodstock, would you go to it? Why or why not?
Would you ever want to perform at a music festival like Woodstock?
The original Woodstock was held on a farm in upstate New York. If such a festival were held
again today, where would you like to see it held?
With today’s technology, do you think people from all over the world would travel to attend
an event like Woodstock, or would they watch it online or on TV?
When you think of food from the 1960’s & 1970’s, what comes to mind?
Life was less stressful and more carefree around the time of Woodstock than it is today.
Why do you think that is?
How were the performers from the era of Woodstock different from the performers of
today?
Woodstock had a variety of music styles represented - from what we now consider classic
rock to folk and even Sha Na Na was there. Would a concert with different styles of music
today be a big hit or would people shy away from it?
Other than the peace sign and the smiley face, what other symbols remind you of
Woodstock?
Which styles from the Woodstock era are you glad have gone out of style?
Can you think of any songs recorded over the last ten years that have a Woodstock feel to
them?
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Which other events from the 1960’s and 1970’s do you feel were significant?
What is your favorite film that takes place around the time of Woodstock?
What is your favorite TV show from the late 1960’s and early 1970’s?
Woodstock had very little violence and crime even though 500,000 attended. Do you think it
would be possible for today’s youth to gather in such a great number without violence and
crime problems?
Name five performers you’d like to see at a Woodstock-like concert today and name five
you wouldn’t. Why did you choose them?
The backdrop for the original Woodstock was a dairy farm. What would you like to see as a
background for a music festival today that promotes peace and the arts?
Tickets for Woodstock were $18-24 in 1969. How much do you think tickets for a similar
event would cost today?
A number of acts such as the Doors, Bob Dylan and Led Zepplin chose not to perform at
Woodstock. Do you think they regretted it?

TIPS FOR SUCCESS:





In addition to music, Woodstock was also remembered for the sex & drugs and some even think of it as having a political
impact. Try to keep the focus and the spirit of the meeting away from these three themes and instead focus on the music
and the crazy styles. You may want to make an announcement at the beginning of the meeting that while these things
happened at Woodstock, the purpose of this theme meeting is to remember the fun and clean parts of it.
Vegetarianism became popular around the time of Woodstock so you could make the food all vegan, raw or vegetarian to
go along with the theme.
For fun, you could invite people to show up early for face-painting. Just purchase some face paints at your local craft or
party supply store and use them to paint peace signs, flowers or smiley faces on people’s faces.
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PHOTO/IMAGE CREDITS
Page 9: “Wanted Poster” by Roger Kirby
Page 15: “Stage is Yours” by unknown.
Page 19: “Hula Dance” by Jenny W.
Page 20: “Pizza” by Andrzej Gdula
Page 29: “Pumpkin Tree” by Logan Thiebaud
Page 34: “Vote Button” by psdGraphics
Page 39: "Lighting Treble Clef" by Robert Proksa
Page 47: “Aerial 2” by Cylonka Bsg
Page 52: “Theater 2” by Weatherbox
Page 57: “Roskilde Festival 2006” by Anders Christensen
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